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In our August 2013 issue we took a look
at the PreSonus ADL 700 channel strip, built
around a single channel of the Anthony
Demaria-designed ADL 600 stereo tube
microphone preamp, also built by PreSonus
and reviewed back in October 2006. The
ADL 700 married Mr. Demaria’s high-gain
tube preamp with an FET compressor and a
solid-state 4-band equalizer designed by
PreSonus in-house designer Robert Creel,
the inventor of PreSonus’ popular XMAX
preamps (used in many of the company’s
interfaces and mixers, etc.). In that review I
found the ADL 700 to be “an incredibly
powerful tool, capable of a wide range of
sonic sculpting.”
This month we have another new mono

channel strip from PreSonus, the RC 500. It
keeps the FET compressor and equalizer from
the ADL 700 and replaces the ADL 600’s
tube preamp with a new solid-state design,
also created by Robert Creel. This is where
the RC in the product name comes from.
The RC500 looks like a single-rack-

space version of the ADL 700, with a sim-
ilar look and layout, although the big blue
lights (aside from the power light) and
chunky toggle switches are gone and the
backlit VU meter has been miniaturized.

Front and rear panel layouts
The newly designed preamp in the RC

500 is a Class-A hybrid design with discrete
transistors and new, low-distortion op amps.
It has a 1/4" instrument input, and a switch
for selecting between that or the rear-panel
XLR microphone input. It offers the usual pre-
amp functions: polarity invert, phantom
power, 80 Hz highpass filter and a –20 dB
pad. Like the ADL 700, it has a variable-
gain knob offering 20 to 70 dB of clean
gain, which lets it handle low-output ribbon
and dynamic mics with no problem.

The compressor employs the same FET-
based VCA-style compression circuit as the
ADL 700, but simplified. The RC 500 whit-
tles down the ADL 700’s controls to three,
by removing the knobs for ratio selection
and makeup gain. In the RC 500 the ratio
is fixed at 3:1 with a soft-knee curve. It has
a –25 to 20 dB Threshold control, Attack
(0.05 ms–10 ms) and Release (30 ms to
500 ms). The compressor can be switched
in or out of the circuit with a hard bypass,
and its VU meter can be set to show gain
reduction or output level.
The EQ on the RC 500 is also simpli-

fied from its predecessor, being a 3-band
rather than a 4-band semi-parametric
with each band offering a fixed Q of 0.5.
The Low band can be switched between
peak or shelving with a range of 20 Hz
to 400 Hz, ±16 dB. The Mid band goes
from 400 Hz to 5 kHz, ±16 dB, and the
High band is switchable between peak or
shelving with a range of 2 kHz to 20
kHz, ±16 dB. The EQ, like the compres-
sor, can be hard-bypassed out of the cir-
cuit, although unlike on the ADL 700 the
order of the two cannot be changed.
The last control on the RC 500 is a mas-

ter output knob with a throw of –80 dB to
+10 dB.
On the rear of the RC 500 there is a

choice of XLR microphone or balanced
XLR line input. It has a pair of TRS 1/4"
insert points for patching in external gear,
and it’s rounded out by a choice of XLR or
balanced 1/4" connections for output.

In use: the new preamp
As a huge fan of the ADL 600 preamp,

I was a tad worried when I found out
PreSonus was adding a new channel strip
alongside the ADL 700, but one that put
in a solid-state design in place of the tube

pre I knew and loved... and using words
like “vintage flavored” to describe it. I put
the new Creel-designed microphone pre-
amp through its paces, alongside two
other solid-state mic preamps I know well,
the Millennia Media HV-3D and the
Chandler TG-2. It turns out that I didn’t
have much to worry about.
The sound of the new RC 500 preamp

is clean, solid, and has a positively huge
low-end presence. Compared to the ADL
600/700 tube pre, which I found bold
with an opulent top end, the preamp in
the RC 500 is thicker and punchier with a
more focused top.
While it was too sonically different from

the straight-wire-with-gain sound of the
Millennia for any useful comparison (other
than to say, “wow, it’s really different”), the
RC 500 shared a mid-forward punch and
tightness with the TG-2 but was fuller in the
lows. I should clarify that I am not implying
that the low end is fat and pillowy, but
rather that it has a boldness and weight to
it that sits really nicely.
Overall the RC 500‘s preamp is a nice

console-style preamp with a sound that
layers well on any sound and source, be
it vocals, acoustic instruments, drums, or
electric guitars. Its low-end weight makes
it really nice on DI’d bass as well.
This is easily the best solid-state mic pre

that PreSonus has built since the classic
original Jensen-equipped MP20! In fact, I
would love to see this preamp available
without channel strip as a two-channel
unit... it’s that nice.

Simpler can be better
Moving on to the rest of the channel

strip, my thoughts on the RC 500 remain
similar to those from my ADL 700 review,
especially concerning the EQ which, just
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like that of the 700, is of the bold-stroke variety where little knob
tweaks go a long way. You can push and pull your sound like taffy
with this EQ and there is nothing surgical about it.
As for the compressor, I think I like this simplified version better
than the one on the ADL 700! Although 3:1 is a much subtler ratio
than we typically find on fixed-ratio comps, here it works well, espe-
cially with the soft knee to produce a smooth, even grab that is very
well suited to vocals, bass and electric guitar. I would call it a musi-
cal and controlled comp rather than the slam-it-and-smash-it kind. I
also think that removing the makeup gain was a wise choice, as that
function is better handled by the master output knob.

The sum of it all
The magic of the RC 500 lies in how well the pre, compressor,
and EQ work together. I have reviewed a number of channel strips
over the years, and often they are either too simple with elements
that are more gimmick than useful, or they are overcomplicated with
too many features. By contrast, the RC 500 is just right! Each sec-
tion is really well integrated and complements the others well.

In my ADL 700 review I mentioned that gain-staging that unit
could be tricky, what with its having a two-stage mic preamp,
makeup gain on the compressor, and a master output. It was
quite easy to induce unwanted noise. While the ADL 700 is a
great piece of kit fronted by one of my favorite tube preamps
ever, I actually prefer how everything flows more naturally in
the RC500. The preamp determines how hard you hit the com-
pressor, the EQ takes over from there, shaping the tone, and
the master gain determines the final level. Its full thick tone and
simple classic-console feel allow it to hold its own with vintage
units, rather than simply trying to sound like them.
Anything I don’t like about the RC 500? Two personal-taste
issues: One, I do miss the switchable impedance selection
found on the ADL units, and, two, as mentioned above, I miss
the ability to switch the order of the compressor and the EQ.
Other than that, this unit truly did sneak up and surprise
(and impress) the heck out of me. I stand by my assertion that
this is the best-sounding solid-state device PreSonus has made
since the MP series. Like the ADL line, this is very much a pro
piece rather than “prosumer”; I think that’s a very good thing,
as there are not too many full-on channel strips available—
boutique or otherwise—in this price range. Streeting for
about eight hundred dollars, the RC 500 is a steal for this
quality of build and sound!

Price: $999.95 ($799.95 street)

More from: PreSonus, www.presonus.com
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